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Abstract

Optimal transport (OT) is rapidly finding its way into machine learning. Favoring
its use are its metric properties. Indeed, many problems admit solution guarantees
only for objects embedded in a metric space, and the use of non-metrics can
make their solving more difficult. Multi-marginal OT (MMOT) generalizes OT to
simultaneously transporting multiple distributions. It captures important relations
that are missed if the transport is pairwise. Research on MMOT, however, has been
focused on its existence, the uniqueness and structure of transports, applications,
practical algorithms, and the choice of cost functions. There is a lack of discussion
on the metric properties of MMOT, which critically limits its theoretical and
practical use. Here, we prove that MMOT defines a generalized metric. We first
explain the difficulty of proving this via two negative results. Afterwards, we prove
key intermediate steps and then prove MMOT’s metric properties. Finally, we show
that the generalized triangle inequality that MMOT satisfies cannot be improved.

1 Introduction
Let (Ω1,F1,p1) and (Ω2,F2,p2) be two probability spaces. Given a cost function d1,2 : Ω1×Ω2 →
R≥0, and ` ≥ 1, the (Kantorovich) Optimal Transport (OT) problem [1] seeks to find

inf
p1,2

( ∫
Ω1×Ω2

(d)`dp1,2

) 1
`

subject to
∫
Ω1

dp1,2 = p2 and
∫
Ω2

dp1,2 = p1, (1)

where the inf is over measures p1,2 on Ω1×Ω2. Problem (1) is typically studied under the assumptions
that Ω1 and Ω2 are in a Polish space on which d is a metric, in which case the minimum of (1) is the
Wasserstein distance (WD). The WD is popular in many applications including shape interpolation [2],
generative modeling [3, 4], domain adaptation [5], and dictionary learning [6].

The WD is a metric on the space of probability measures [7], and this property is useful in many
machine learning tasks, e.g., clustering [8, 9], nearest-neighbor search [10, 11, 12], and outlier
detection [13]. Indeed, some of these tasks are tractable, or allow theoretical guarantees, when done
on a metric space. E.g., finding the nearest neighbor [10, 11, 12] or the diameter [14] of a dataset
requires a polylogarithimic computational effort under metric assumptions; approximation algorithms
for clustering rely on metric assumptions, whose absence worsens known bounds [15]; also, [16]
uses the metric properties of the WD to study object matching via metric invariants.

Recently, a generalization of OT to multiple marginal measures has gained attention. Given probability
spaces (Ωi,F i,pi), i = 1, . . . , n, a function d : Ω1 × . . . × Ωn 7→ R≥0, ` ≥ 1, and Ω−i ,
Ω1 × . . .× Ωi−1 × Ωi+1 × . . .× Ωn, the Multi-Marginal Optimal Transport (MMOT) seeks

inf
p

(∫
Ω1×...×Ωn

(d)`dp

) 1
`

subject to
∫

Ω−i

dp = pi ∀i = 1, . . . , n, (2)
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where the infimum is taken over all measures p on Ω1 × . . .× Ωn.

Much of the discussion on MMOT has focused on its existence, the uniqueness and structure of
both Monge and Kantorovich solutions, applications, practical algorithms, and the choice of the cost
function [17, 18, 19, 20]. The term MMOT was coined in [21], and was surveyed by the same authors
in [22]. Applications of MMOT include [23] for image translation, and [24] for image registration,
multi-agent matching with fairness requirement, and labeling for classification.

Unfortunately, there is a lack of discussion about the (generalized) metric properties of MMOT. Since
the metric property of the WD is useful in so many applications, understanding when the (potential)
minimum of (2),W(p1, . . . ,pn), has metric-like properties is critical, theoretically and practically.
Example: Given a set S with n distributions we can find its 3-diameter ∆ ,
maxp1,p2,p3∈SW(p1,p2,p3) with

(
n
3

)
evaluations of W . What if W satisfies the generalized

triangle inequality W(p1,p2,p3) ≤ W(p4,p2,p3) +W(p1,p4,p3) +W(p1,p2,p4)? We now
know that for at least n/3 distribution tripletsW ≥ ∆/3. Indeed, if ∆ =W(p∗1,p∗2,p∗3), then for
all p4 ∈ S, we cannot simultaneously haveW(p4,p∗2,p∗3),W(p∗1,p∗2,p4),W(p∗1,p4,p∗3) <
∆/3. Therefore, if we evaluate W on random distribution triplets, we are guaranteed to find a
(1/3)-approximation of ∆ with only O(n2) evaluations ofW on average, and improvement over

(
n
3

)
.

In this paper, we show for the first time that MMOT defines a generalized metric. We first explain the
difficulty of proving this via two negative results (Sec. 3.1 and 3.2). Afterwards, we establish key
intermediate steps and prove the generalized metric properties (Sec. 3.3). Finally, we show that the
triangle inequality that MMOT satisfies cannot be improved, up to a linear factor.

2 Definitions and setup

2.1 Lists
Expressions that depend on a list of symbols indexed consecutively are abbreviated using “:”. In
particular, we write s1, . . . , sk as s1:k, Ω1, . . . ,Ωk as Ω1:k, and As1,...,sk as As1:k . Note that As1:sk
differs from As1:k . Assuming that sk > s1, the former means As1 , As1+1, As1+2, . . . , Ask . By it
self, 1 : i has no meaning, and it does not mean 1, . . . , i. For i ∈ N, we let [i] , {1, . . . , i}. The
symbol ⊕ denotes a list join operation with no duplicate removal, e.g. {x, y}⊕ {x, z} = {x, y, x, z}.
2.2 Bra-ket operator
Given two multidimensional arrays A and B with the same dimensions, and ` ∈ N, we define
〈A,B〉` ,

∑
s1:k

(As1:k)`Bs1:k , where (As1:k)` is the `th power of As1:k .

2.3 Probability spaces
To facilitate exposition, we state our main contributions for probability spaces with a sample space
in Ω, finite, an event set σ-algebra which is the power set of the sample space, and a probability
measure described by a probability mass function, but they extend to more general settings. We refer
to probability mass functions using bold letters, e.g. p, q, r, etc.

When talking about n probability spaces, the ith space has sample space Ωi = {Ωi1:mi} ⊆ Ω, an
event space 2Ωi

, and a probability mass function pi, or qi, or ri, etc. Variable mi is the number of
atoms in Ωi. Symbol pis denotes the probability of the atomic event {Ωis}. Without loss of generality
(w.l.o.g.) we assume pis > 0,∀i ∈ [n],∀s ∈ [mi]. Our notation assumes that atoms can ordered, but
our results extend beyond this assumption. W.l.o.g., we assume that Ωis = Ωit if and only if s = t.

Symbol pi1:k denotes a mass function for the probability space with sample space Ωi1 × . . .× Ωik

and event space 2Ωi1×...×Ωik . In particular, pi1:ks1:k
(i.e. pi1,...,iks1,...,sk

) is the probability of the atomic
event {(Ωi1s1 , . . . ,Ωiksk)}. We use pi1:k|j1:r to denote a probability mass function for the probability
space with sample space Ωi1 × . . . × Ωik , and event space 2Ωi1×...×Ωik , such that pi1:k|j1:rs1:k|t1:r ,

pi1,...,ik,j1,...,jrs1,...,sk,t1,...,tr
/pj1,...,jrt1,...,tr , i.e. it represents a conditional probability.

Given the mass functions pi and pj , for the sample spaces Ωi and Ωj respectively, symbol pi,j

denotes a mass function for Ωi × Ωj where (pi,j)s,t , pi,js,t is the probability of the atomic event
{(Ωis,Ωjt )}. This notation extends to more than two masses. Note that pi,j 6= pj,i, in terms of the
way we index the atoms of both distributions.
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Definition 1 (Gluing map). Consider a mass function qk over Ωk and n−1 conditional mass functions
{qi|k}i∈[n]\{k} over {Ωi}i∈[n]\{k}. The map G defines the mass function p over Ω1 × . . .× Ωn as

p = G
(
qk, {qi|k}i∈[n]\{k}

)
=

 ∏
i∈[k−1]

qi|k

 qk

 ∏
i−k∈[n−k]

qi|k

 . (3)

To be more specific,
ps1,...,sn = qksk

∏
i∈[n]\{k}

qi|ksi . (4)

2.4 Distances and metrics
We use “distance” to refer to an object that, depending on extra assumptions, might, or might not,
have the properties of a (generalized) metric. We use the standard definition for a metric, and for
generalized metrics we use the definition in [25].
Definition 2 (Metric). Let d = {di,j}i,j be a set of distances of the form di,j : Ωi × Ωj 7→ R and
di,j(Ωis,Ω

j
t ) , di,js,t. We say that d is a metric when, for any i, j, k, and any s ∈ [mi], r ∈ [mj ], t ∈

[mk], we have i) di,jr,s ≥ 0; ii) di,jr,s = dj,is,r; iii) di,js,r = 0 iff Ωis = Ωjr; iv) di,js,r ≤ di,ks,t + dk,jt,r .

Definition 3 (Generalized metric). Let d = {di1:n}i1:n be a set of distances of the form di1:n :

Ωi1 × . . . × Ωin 7→ R and di1:n(Ωi1s1 , . . . ,Ω
ik
sn) , di1:ns1:n . We say that d is a (n,C(n))-metric

when, for any i1:n+1 and s1:n+1 with sr ∈ [mir ]∀r ∈ [n + 1], we have i) di1:ns1:n ≥ 0; ii) di1:ns1:n =

d
σ(i1:n)
σ(s1:n) for any permutation map σ; iii) di1:ns1:n = 0 iff Ωirsr = Ωitst∀r, t ∈ [n]; iv) C(n)di1:ns1:n ≤∑n
r=1 d

i1,...,ir−1,ir+1,...,in+1
s1,...,sr−1,sr+1,...,sn+1 .

Definition 4 (Generalized metric). Let W be a map from n probability spaces to R such that
Wi1:n ,W(pi1:n) is the image of the probability spaces with indices i1:n. MapW is an (n,C(n))-
metric when, for any n + 1 probability spaces with samples Ω1:n+1 and masses p1:n+1, and any
permutation σ we have

1. W1,...,n ≥ 0 ,

2. W1,...,n=0 iff pi=pj , Ωi=Ωj ,∀i, j ,

3. W1,...,n =Wσ(1,...,n), for any map σ ,

4. C(n)W1,..,n≤
n∑
r=1
W1,..,r−1,r+1,..,n+1.

Remark 1. Equalities pi = pj and Ωi = Ωj , mean that mi = mj , and that there exists a bijection
bi,j(·) from [mi] to [mj ] such that pis = pjbi,j(s) and Ωis = Ωjbi,j(s), ∀ s ∈ [mi].

Remark 2. When C(n) = 1, we abbreviate (n, 1)-metric by n-metric.
Remark 3. Our notions of metric and generalized metric are more general than usual in the sense
that they support the use of different functions depending on the spaces from where we are drawing
elements. This grants an extra layer of generality to our results.

In our setup, the inf in (2) is always attained and amounts to solving an LP. We refer to the minimizing
distributions by p∗, q∗, r∗, etc. We define the following map from n probability spaces to R.
Definition 5 (MMOT distance for finte spaces). Let d = {di1:n}i1:n be a set of distances of the form
di1:n : Ωi1 × . . .×Ωin 7→ R and di1:n(Ωi1s1 , . . . ,Ω

ik
sn) , di1:ns1:n . The MMOT distance associated with

d for n probability spaces with masses pi1:n over Ωi1:n is

W(pi1:n) ,Wi1:n = min
r :ris=pis∀s∈[n]

(〈
di1:n , r

〉
`

) 1
` , (5)

where r is a mass function over Ωi1 × . . .× Ωin , and ris be the marginal probability of r on Ωis .

3 Main results
To prove that MMOT leads to an n-metric, it is natural to extend the ideas in the classical proof
that WD is a metric. The hardest property to prove is the triangle inequality. See Fig. 1-(Center)
for a geometric analogy of property 4 in Def. 4. Its proof for the WD follows from (a) a gluing
lemma and the assumption that (b) d itself is a metric (Def. 2). Our hope is that if we can prove (a) a
generalized gluing lemma and assume that (b) d is a generalized metric, that we can prove what we
want. Unfortunately, to our surprise, and as we explain in Sec. 3.1 and 3.2, (a) is not possible, and (b)
is not enough. This requires us to develop completely new proofs.
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3.1 The gluing lemma does not generalize to higher dimensions
The gluing lemma used to prove that WD is a metric is as follows. For its proof see [7], Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 1 (Gluing lemma). Let p1,3 and p2,3 be arbitrary mass functions for Ω1 ×Ω3 and Ω2 ×Ω3,
respectively, with the same marginal, p3, over Ω3. There exists a mass function r1,2,3 for Ω1×Ω2×Ω3

whose marginals over Ω1 × Ω3 and Ω2 × Ω3 equal p1,3 and p2,3 respectively.

The way Lemma 1 is used to prove WD’s triangle inequality is as follows. Assume d is a metric
(Def. 2). Let ` = 1 for simplicity. Let p∗1,2, p∗1,3, and p∗2,3 be optimal transports such that
W1,2 =

〈
p∗1,2, d1,2

〉
,W1,3 =

〈
p∗1,3, d1,3

〉
, andW2,3 =

〈
p∗2,3, d2,3

〉
. Define r1,2,3 as in Lemma

1, and let r1,3, r2,3, and r1,2 be its bivariate marginals. We then have that〈
p∗1,2, d1,2

〉suboptimal r
≤

〈
r1,2, d1,2

〉
=
∑
s,t

r1,2
s,t d

1,2
s,t=

∑
s,t,l

r1,2,3
s,t,l d

1,2
s,t

d is metric
≤

∑
s,t,l

r1,2,3
s,t,l (d1,3

s,l + d2,3
t,l ) (6)

=
〈
r1,3, d1,3

〉
+
〈
r2,3, d2,3

〉 Lemma 1
=

〈
p∗1,3, d1,3

〉
+
〈
p∗2,3, d2,3

〉
. (7)

Our first roadblock is that Lemma 1 does not generalize to higher dimensions. For simplicity, we
now omit the sample spaces on which mass functions are defined. When a set of mass functions have
all their marginals over the same sample sub-spaces equal, we will say they are compatible.
Theorem 1 (No gluing). There exists mass functions p1,2,4, p1,3,4, and p2,3,4 with compatible
marginals such that there is no mass function r1,2,3,4 compatible with them.

Proof. If this was not the case, then it would be true that, given arbitrary mass functions p1,2, p1,3,
and p2,3 with compatible univariate marginals, we should be able to find r1,2,3 whose bivariate
marginals equal these three mass functions. But this is not the case. For example, let p1,2 = p1,3 =
[1, 0, 1; 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0]/3 and p2,3 = [1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1]/9 (we are using matrix notation for the
marginals). These marginals have compatible univariate marginals, namely, p1 = [2, 1, 0]/3 and
p2 = p3 = [1, 1, 1]/3. Yet, the following system of eqs. over {r1,2,3

i,j,k }i,j,k∈[3] is easily checked to be
infeasible (

∑
i r

1,2,3
i,j,k = p2,3

j,k ∀j, k) ∧ (
∑
j r

1,2,3
i,j,k = p1,3

i,k ∀i, k) ∧ (
∑
k r

1,2,3
i,j,k = p1,2

i,j ∀i, j).

3.2 Cost d being an n-metric is not a sufficient condition for MMOT to be an n-metric
Lemma 1 tells us that, even if we assume that d is an n-metric, we cannot just adapt the classical
proof that WD is a metric and prove that MMOT leads to an n-metric. The question remains, however,
if a different proof might not get us there simply from the assumption that d is n-metric. Theorem 2
settles this question in the negative.
Theorem 2. LetW be as in Def. 5 with ` = 1. There exists Ω, probability mass functions p1, p2, p3,
and p4 over Ω, and d : Ω × Ω × Ω 7→ R≥0 such that d is an n-metric (n = 3), but

W1,2,3 >W1,2,4 +W1,3,4 +W2,3,4. (8)
Remark 4. The theorem can be generalized to spaces of dim. > 2, and to n > 3, and ` > 1.

Proof. Let Ω be the six points in Figure 1-(left), where we assume that 0 < ε� 1, and hence that
there are no three co-linear points, and no two equal points. Let p1,p2,p3, and p4 be as in Fig.
1-(left), each is represented by a unique color and is uniformly distributed over the points of the same
color. Given any x, y, z ∈ Ω let d(x, y, z) = γ if exactly two points are equal, and let d(x, y, z) be
the area of the corresponding triangle otherwise, where γ lower bounds the area of the triangle formed
by any three non-co-linear points, e.g. γ = ε/4. A few geometric considerations (see Appendix A)
show that d is an n-metric (n = 3, C(n) = 1) and that (8) holds as 1

2 >
1
8 +
(

1
8 + ε

4

)
+
(

1
8 + ε

4

)
.

3.3 Pairwise MMOT is a generalized metric
We will prove that the properties in Def. 4 hold for the following variant of Def. 5.
Definition 6 (Pairwise MMOT distance). Let d = {di,j}i,j be a set of distances of the form di,j :

Ωi × Ωj 7→ R and di,j(Ωis,Ω
j
t ) , di,js,t. The Pairwise MMOT distance associated with d for n

probability spaces with masses pi1:n over Ωi1:n is

W(pi1:n) ,Wi1:n = min
r :ris=pis∀s∈[n]

∑
1≤s<t≤n

(〈
dis,it , ris,it

〉
`

) 1
` . (9)

where r is a mass over Ωi1 × . . .× Ωin , with marginals ris and ris,it over Ωis and Ωis × Ωit , resp.
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d(x, y, z) = Area of triangle(x, y, z)
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p4 = (1/2, 1/2)

<latexit sha1_base64="QAO72dc83yxwN4RzuyX/Yn034Ag=">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</latexit>

p3 = (1/2, 1/2)

<latexit sha1_base64="cS+DheJeYTMPXXGWhdxzY1vLwck=">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</latexit>

d(x, y, z) = Area of triangle(x, y, z)

<latexit sha1_base64="AMrrSzMGO0HVoQHqTHP6FpAZYDY=">AAACKXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEwgIWTGkOjGBHXjEhMBEyCkUzrQ0OlM2jsGnPANfohrt/oN7tStK//CArNQ4CRNTs459zb3uKHgGmz700qtrK6tb6Q3M1vbO7t72f2Dug4iRVmNBiJQ9y7RTHDJasBBsPtQMeK7gjXcwfXEbzwwpXkg72AUsrZPepJ7nBIwUidb6OaHxVHxsYAvcAvYEOJLM44DD4PiRPYEGyeBTjZnl+wp8CJxEpJDCaqd7E+rG9DIZxKoIFo3HTuEdkwUcGrWZlqRZiGhA9JjTUMl8Zlux9OTxvjEKF3sBco8CXiq/p2Iia/1yHdN0ifQ1/PeRFzquf4yuRmBd96OuQwjYJLO/vcigSHAk9pwlytGQYwMIVRxcwKmfaIIBVNuxnTjzDexSOqnJadcKt+Wc5WrpKU0OkLHKI8cdIYq6AZVUQ1R9IRe0Ct6s56td+vD+ppFU1Yyc4j+wfr+Bf/rpYQ=</latexit>
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W1,2,3

<latexit sha1_base64="e1wZjOtgI/Wp08ggUuKteA2p7zg=">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</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="j89WNaoVX1DDX9g6NZ5Q8UATWno=">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</latexit>



<latexit sha1_base64="QpqiPxeoSeHLzKqUawrY5Xu5swc=">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</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="j89WNaoVX1DDX9g6NZ5Q8UATWno=">AAAGsXichVRdb9MwFPUGK6N8bfDIi0WEND40NWUSPE6wqak0QSro2qrpiuO6XTQ7CbEDDCu/gFd44Z/xb7CTdEuTVFiqcuNz7z3nuDd2Q+px0Wr93di8cXOrcWv7dvPO3Xv3H+zsPjzlQRxh0scBDaKhizihnk/6whOUDMOIIOZSMnAv3ml88JVE3Av8T+IyJBOGFr439zASaqv3YrpjtPZb6YLVwMwDA+TLnu5u/XFmAY4Z8QWmiPOx2QrFRKJIeJiSpOnEnIQIX6AFGavQR4zwiUyVJvCp2pnBeRCpny9guluskIhxfslclcmQOOdlTG/WYeNYzN9MpOeHsSA+zojmMYUigNo2nHkRwYJeqgDhyFNaIT5HEcJCHc4Ki+4tgoDyFSvSZUmz2XR88g0HjCF/Jp1BIqWj0zGicpAkSQnuJ2Nzop5n0jAr4Ez9tyl+lVDKwMNi+2EFP9INpJzV7efMOqwjT1NOknFbs6cvOmkqjXaF5X3MMiK/BBx/zzi0QNeVx4lDyVzsQcOETuQtzsWzSsFRynhdkRL+r0ydApTOB0YWqKxtmNsc1nkc5gZVcG0OwtWkUSJHpbpR1nRU13O07Dkq9FxN+ej9INmBsTVI1p/V9Q9CoYc/oIl8XoLsrp4Gl8GwXGR382Owu3U97e7JEp7WwktPKlpnyu5yza40nBVFVrP6+UTrgnox/JqOr+XrLc1+qSK52V6t2d6Vm956N53id9WpTHyHoTC30cmGszCbpVzLKvayKr2sXK1l1am1lmKtotbSJeP5PomyNC0GOhT5C0rUB/PSaOe61CPdTNRtbpbv7mpw2t43D/YPegfG4dv8Xt8Gj8ETsAdM8BocAgvYoA8wIOAn+AV+N141Ro3PDTdL3dzIax6BldW4+Acf1Fob</latexit>
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W4,2,3

<latexit sha1_base64="X0E6S0Twdh6kDtq0hcm65+fjCyk=">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</latexit>

W1,2,4

<latexit sha1_base64="a4EfobBBfKd2rylsEodrNOhjQ6c=">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</latexit>

W1,4,3

<latexit sha1_base64="NtNJhFDHUksvQruwYImQzcpz8U8=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: (Left) Sample space Ω, mass functions {pi}4i=1, and cost function d that lead to violation
(8). (Center) Geometric analog of the generalized triangle ineq.: the total area of any three faces in a
tetrahedron is greater than that of the fourth face. (Right) Graph whose edges are pairs of scenarios
that cannot both hold. Any maximum independent set has size 5, which proves Lemma 2.

Remark 5. Swapping min and
∑

givesWi1:n=
∑

1≤s<t≤nWis,it , whereWis,it is the WD between
the isth and itth spaces. This is trivially an n-metric (cf. [25]) but is different from eq. (9). In
particular, it does not provide a joint optimal transport, which is important to many applications.

If n = 2, Def. 6 reduces to the WD distance. Our definition is a special case of the Kantorovich
formulation for the general multi-marginal optimal transport problem discussed in [22].

We can get Def. 6 from Def. 5, by defining di1:n : Ωi1 × . . . × Ωin 7→ R such that di1:n(w1:n) =(∑
1≤s<t≤n(dis,it(ws, wt))`

) 1
`

, for some set of distances {di,j}i,j . It is easy to prove that if

{di,j}i,j is a metric (Def. 2), then d is an n-metric (Def. 3). However, because of Theorem 2, we
know that this is not sufficient to guarantee that the pairwise MMOT distance is a n-metric, which
only makes the proof of the next theorem all the more interesting.
Theorem 3. If d is a metric (Def. 2), then the pairwise MMOT distance (Def. 6) associated with d is
a (n,C(n))-metric, with C(n) ≥ 1.

We currently do not know the most general conditions under which Def. 3 is an n-metric. However,
working with Def. 6 allows us sharply bound the best possible C(n), which would unlikely be
possible in a general setting. As Theorem 4 shows, the best C(n) is C(n) = Θ(n).
Theorem 4. In Theorem 3, the constantC(n) can be made larger than (n−1)/5 for n > 7, and there
exists sample spaces Ω1:n, mass functions p1:n, and a metric d over Ω1:n such that C(n) ≤ n− 1.

4 Main proof ideas

Our main technical contribution is our proof that the generalized triangle inequality – property 4 in
Def. 4 – holds with C(n) ≥ (n− 1)/5, n > 7 , if d is a metric (Def. 2), i.e. the first part of Thrm.
4. We give this proof in this section. The other proofs are also non-trivial and novel, but for spaces
reasons are in the Appendix. A full proof of Thrm. 3 is in App. C, and the proof of the second part of
Thrm. 4 is in App. D.

To prove that 4. in Def. 4 holds with C(n) ≥ (n− 1)/5, n > 7, we need the following special tool.

4.1 Special hash function

Definition 7. The mapH′n transforms a triple (i, j, r), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, r ∈ [n− 1] to either 2, 3, or
4 triples according to

(i, j, r) 7→ H′n(i, j, r) = H′n1 (i, j, r)⊕H′n1 (j, i, r), where (10)

H′n1 (i, j, r) =

{
{(i, r, h′(i, r))} , if j = h′(i, r)
{(i, j, h′(i, r), (j, r, h′(i, r))} , if j 6= h′(i, r)

, and (11)

h′(i, r) =

{
1 + ((i+ r − 1) mod n) , if i < n
1 + (r mod (n− 1)) , if i = n

. (12)

We assume that the first two components of each output triple are ordered. For example,
(i, r, h′(j, r)) ≡ (min{i, r},max{i, r}, h′(j, r)).

5



The following property ofH′n is critical to lower bound C(n).

Lemma 2. Let (a, b, c) ∈ H′n(i, j, r), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, r ∈ [n − 1]. Then, 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n,
1 ≤ c ≤ n, and c /∈ {a, b}. Furthermore, ⊕

1≤i<j≤n

H′n(i, j, r) (13)

has at most 5 copies of each triple, where two triples are equal iff they agree component-wise.

Remark 6. Note that we might have a = b in an triple (a, b, c) output byH′n.

Remark 7. For example, if n = 4, all 5 triples (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2), (2, 3, 2), (2, 3, 3), and (2, 3, 4)
map to (2, 3, 1). Also, both (1, 2, 1) and (1, 4, 1) map to (1, 1, 2) whose first two components equal.

Proof. The fact that 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n and that 1 ≤ c ≤ n is immediate. The fact that c 6= {a, b}
amounts to checking that h′(i, r) /∈ {i, r} for all i ∈ [n], and r ∈ [n − 1]. This can be checked
directly from (12). E.g. h′(i, r) = i would imply either (i = n) ∧ (r mod n − 1 = i − 1), or
(i < n) ∧ ((i+ r − 1) mod n = i− 1), both of which are impossible. The rest of the proof amounts
to checking that if (a, b, c) is in the output ofH′n, then there are at most 5 different inputs that lead
to (a, b, c). There are 10 possible candidate input triples that lead to output (a, b, c). Namely,

1. (a, b, c) = (i1, r1, h
′(i1, r1)) = H′n(i1, j1, r1), if j1 = h′(i1, r1) and i1 < r1,

2. (a, b, c) = (r2, i2, h
′(i2, r2)) = H′n(i2, j2, r2), if j2 = h′(i2, r2) and r2 < i2,

3. (a, b, c) = (i3, j3, h
′(i3, r3)) = H′n(i3, j3, r3), if j3 6= h′(i3, r3),

4. (a, b, c) = (j4, r4, h
′(i4, r4)) = H′n(i4, j4, r4), if j4 6= h′(i4, r4) and j4 < r4,

5. (a, b, c) = (r5, j5, h
′(i5, r5)) = H′n(i5, j5, r5), if j5 6= h′(i5, r5) and r5 < j5,

6. (a, b, c) = (j6, r6, h
′(j6, r6)) = H′n((i6, j6, r6), if i6 = h′(j6, r6) and j6 < r6,

7. (a, b, c) = (r7, j7, h
′(j7, r7)) = H′n(i7, j7, r7), if i7 = h′(j7, r7) and r7 < j7,

8. (a, b, c) = (i8, j8, h
′(j8, r8)) = H′n(i8, j8, r8), if i8 6= h′(j8, r8),

9. (a, b, c) = (i9, r9, h
′(j9, r9)) = H′n(i9, j9, r9), if i9 6= h′(j9, r9) and i9 < r9,

10. (a, b, c) = (r10, i10, h
′(j10, r10)) = H′n(i10, j10, r10), if i10 6= h′(j10, r10) and r10 < i10.

Twelve pairs of the 10 scenarios above cannot simultaneously hold. The 12 pairs of scenarios that
cannot both hold are displayed as edges in a graph in Figure 1-(right). E.g. edge (4, 10) represents
that scenarios 4 and 10 that cannot both hold. The proof that the pairs represented by edges in Fig. 1-
(right) cannot both hold is in Appendix B. A maximum independent set of this graph is {3, 8, 9, 2, x},
where x ∈ {1, 4, 6, 10}. Thus at most 5 input scenarios lead to a given output triple.

4.2 Useful lemmas

We also need then following lemmas.

Lemma 3. Let p be as in Def. 1 eq. (3) for some qk and {qi|k}i∈[n]\k. Let pi and pi,k, i 6= k, be
the marginals of p over Ωi and Ωi × Ωk, respectively. Let qi,k = qi|kqk, i 6= k, and let qi be its
marginals over Ωi. We have that pi = qi ∀i, and pi,k = qi,k ∀i 6= k.

Proof. Think of p as describing n discrete random variables (r.v.’s). It follows from the factorisation
in (3) that conditioned on the kth r.v. the other r.v.’s are independent. The result follows.

Lemma 4. Let d be a metric (Def. 2), and p a mass function over Ω1 × . . .× Ωn. Let pi,j be the

marginal of p over Ωi ×Ωj . Define wi,j =
(〈
di,j ,pi,j

〉
`

) 1
` . For any i, j, k ∈ [n] and ` ∈ N we have

that wi,j ≤ wi,k + wk,j .

Proof. Let pi,j,k be the marginal of p over Ωi × Ωj × Ωk. Write wi,j =
(〈
di,j ,pi,j

〉
`

)1/`
=(∑

s,t,r(d
i,j
s,t)

`pi,j,ks,t,r

)1/`

≤
(∑

s,t,r(d
i,k
s,r + dk,jr,t )`pi,j,ks,t,r

)1/`

. Use Minkowski’s ineq. on aL` space with

measure pi,j,k to bound this by
(∑

s,t,r(d
i,k
s,r)

`pi,j,ks,t,r

)1/`

+
(∑

s,t,r(d
k,j
r,t )`pi,j,ks,t,r

)1/`

=wi,k+wk,j .
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4.3 Proof of lower bound on C(n)

We will show that, (n− 1)W1,...,n can be upper bounded by 5
∑n
r=1W1,...,r−1,r+1,...,n+1, where

we are using Def. 6 forW .

For r ∈ [n], let p(∗r) be a minimizer forW1,...,r−1,r+1,...,n+1. We would normally use r(∗r) for this
minimizer, but, to avoid confusions between r and r, we avoid doing so. For i, j ∈ [n+ 1]\{r}, let
p(∗r)i,j be the marginal of p(∗r) for the sample space Ωi × Ωj . Recall that since p(∗r) satisfies the
constraints in (9), its marginal for the sample space Ωi equals pi, which is given in advance.

Let h′(·, ·) be the map in (12). For each r ∈ [n − 1], define the following mass function over
Ω1 × . . .× Ωn

q(r) = G
(
pr, {p(∗h′(i,r))i|r}i∈[n]\r

)
, (14)

where p(∗h′(i,r))i|r is the mass function that satisfies p(∗h′(i,r))i|rpr = p(∗h′(i,r))i,r. Note that

h′(i, r) /∈ {i, r}, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and r ∈ [n − 1], therefore p(∗h′(i,r))i,r and p(∗h′(i,r))i|r exist.
Let q(r)i and q(r)i,j be the marginals of q(r) over Ωi and Ωi × Ωj respectively.

By Lemma 3, we know that q(r)i equals pi (given) for all i ∈ [n], and hence q(r) satisfies the
optimization constraints in (9) forW1,...,n. Therefore, we can write that

(n− 1)W1,...,n =

n−1∑
r=1

∑
1≤i<j≤n

(〈
di,j ,p∗i,j

〉
`

) 1
` ≤

n−1∑
r=1

∑
1≤i<j≤n

(〈
di,j , q(r)i,j

〉
`

) 1
`

, (15)

where p∗i,j is the bivariate marginal over Ωi × Ωj of the minimizer p∗ forW1,...,n.

We now bound each term in the inner most sum on the r.h.s. of (15) as(〈
di,j , q(r)i,j

〉
`

) 1
`

(a)
≤
(〈
di,r, q(r)i,r

〉
`

) 1
`

+
(〈
dr,j , q(r)r,j

〉
`

) 1
`

(16)

(b)
=
(〈
di,r, q(r)i,r

〉
`

) 1
`

+
(〈
dj,r, q(r)j,r

〉
`

) 1
`

(17)

(c)
=
(〈
di,r,p(∗h′(i,r))i,r

〉) 1
`

+
(〈
dj,r,p(∗h′(j,r))j,r

〉
`

) 1
`

, (18)

where we assume i 6= r, r 6= j, and that: inequality (a) holds by Lemma 4; (b) holds because d is
symmetric; and (c) holds because, by Lemma 3, q(r)i,r = p(∗h′(i,r))i,r and q(r)j,r = p(∗h′(j,r))j,r.

Bounding the r.h.s. of (15) using (16) - (18), we re-write the resulting inequality using the notation

(n− 1)W1,...,n =

n−1∑
r=1

∑
1≤i<j≤n

w(i,j,r) ≤
n−1∑
r=1

∑
1≤i<j≤n

v(i,r,h′(i,r)) + v(j,r,h′(j,r)), (19)

where (a) we are implicitly assuming that the first two components of each triple on the r.h.s. of (19)
are ordered, i.e. if e.g. r < i then (r, i, h′(i, r)) should be red as (i, r, h′(i, r)); (b) each w(i,j,r) repre-

sents one
(〈
di,j ,p∗i,j

〉
`

) 1
` on the l.h.s. of (15); and (c) each v(s,t,l) represents

(〈
ds,t,p(∗l)s,t

〉
`

) 1
`

if s 6= t, and is zero if s = t. Since h′(i, r) /∈ {i, r}, when i 6= r the mass p(∗h′(i,r))i,r exists.

Finally, using this same compact notation, we write

5

n∑
r=1

W1,...,r−1,r+1,...,n+1 = 5

n∑
r=1

∑
i,j∈[n+1]\{r},i<j

v(i,j,r), (20)

and now we will show that (20) upper-bounds the r.h.s. of (19), finishing the proof.

First, by Lemma 4 and the symmetry of d, observe that the following inequalities are true

v(i,r,h′(i,r)) ≤ v(i,j,h′(i,r)) + v(j,r,h′(i,r)), (21) v(j,r,h′(j,r)) ≤ v(i,j,h′(j,r)) + v(i,r,h′(j,r)), (22)
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as long as for each triple (a, b, c) in the above expressions, c /∈ {a, b}. We will use inequalities (21)
and (22) to upper bound some of the terms on the r.h.s. of (19), and then we will show that the
resulting sum can be upper bounded by (20). In particular, for each (i, j, r) being considered by the
two summations on the r.h.s. of (19), we will apply inequalities (21) and (22) such that that the terms
v(a,b,c) that we get after their use have triples (a, b, c) that match the triples inH′n(i, j, r), defined
in Def. 7. To be concrete, for example, ifH′n maps (i, j, r) to {(i, r, h′(i, r)), (r, j, h′(j, r))}, then
we do not apply (21) and (22), and we leave v(i,r,h′(i,r)) + v(r,j,h′(j,r)) as is on the r.h.s. of (19). If,
for example, H′n maps (i, j, r) to {(i, r, h′(i, r)), (i, j, h′(j, r)), (i, r, h′(j, r))}, then we leave the
first term in v(i,r,h′(i,r)) + v(r,j,h′(j,r)) in the r.h.s. of (19) untouched, but we upper bound the second
term using (22) to get v(i,r,h′(i,r)) + v(i,j,h′(j,r)) + v(i,r,h′(j,r)).

After proceeding in this fashion, and by Lemma 2, we know that all of the terms v(a,b,c) that we
obtain have triples (a, b, c) with c 6= {a, b}, c ∈ [n − 1], and 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n. Therefore, these
terms are either zero (if a = b) or appear in (20). Also because of Lemma 2, each triple (a, b, c) with
non-zero v(a,b,c) will not appear more than 5 times. Therefore, the upper bound we build with the
help of h′ for the r.h.s of (19) can be upper bounded by (20).

5 Numerical experiments

We illustrate how using a MMOT that defines a n-metric, n > 2, improves a task of clustering graphs
of 7 different types, compared to using an OT or MMOT that defines a 2-metric or a non-n-metric.

We cluster graphs by i) computing their spectrum, ii) treating each spectrum as a distribution, iii)
using WD and two different MMOT’s to compute distances among these distributions, and iv) feeding
these distances to distance-based clustering algorithms to recover the true cluster memberships. We
use spectral clustering based on normalized random-walk Laplacians [26] to produce one clustering
solution out of the pairwise graph distances computed via WD. We also produce clustering solutions
out of the triple-wise graph distances computed via Def. 6 (a n-metric), and viaW defined as in
Thrm. 2 (a non-n-metric). To do so, we use the hyper-graph-based clustering methods NH-Cut [27]
and TTM [28, 29]. Details of our setup are in Appendix E.

Figures 2-(Left, Center) show that both TTM and NH-Cut work better when hyper-edges are computed
using an n-metric. Figure 2-(Right) shows that clustering using only pairwise relationships among
graphs leads to worse accuracy than if using triple-wise relationships as in Fig. 2-(Left, Center). This
has been pointed out before in [30]. Note that a random prediction has 0.857 miss-classification rate.

Figure 2: Comparing the effect that different distances and metrics have on clustering graphs.

6 Future work
We have solved the problem of showing that a generalization of the optimal transport to multiple
distributions, the pairwise multi-marginal optimal transport (pairwise MMOT), leads to a multi-
distance that satisfies generalized metric properties. In particular, we have proved that the generalized
triangle inequality that it satisfies cannot be improved, up to a linear factor. This now opens the
door to us using pairwise MMOT in combination with several algorithms whose good performance
depends on metric properties. At the same time, for a general MMOT, we have proved that the cost
function being a generalized metric is not enough to guarantee that MMOT defines a generalized
metric. In future work, we seek to find new sufficient conditions under which other variants of MMOT
lead to generalized metrics, and, for certain families of MMOTs, find necessary conditions for these
same properties to hold.

8



7 Broader impact

Our main contributions are theoretical in nature. Hence, this work does not present any direct
foreseeable societal consequences. However, we do recognize that, indirectly, it empowers the
movement towards using machine learning algorithms that deal with complex relationships among
different data distributions, as opposed to those that only relate two data distributions at a time. This
movement is leading to unprecedented inference powers, and, with it, a wide range of negative and
positive potential social benefits. For example, [23] uses the types of methods discussed in this paper
for image translation, which can lead to both better security, and a more accurate justice system, but
also to major privacy violations [31, 32]. The discussion of these thrice removed broader impacts
(our contribution→ algorithms→ applications→ impact) is beyond the scope of our paper.
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A Details for proof of Theorem 2

Proof. Note that Definition 3 supports using a different function di,j,k for different product sample
spaces Ωi×Ωj ×Ωk. In the case of Theorem 2, however, we only use Ω×Ω×Ω, so, when checking
the n-metric properties, we can drop the upper indices in d in Definition 3.

For simplicity, we will abuse the notation and use d(x, y, z) and di,j,k interchangeably, where i, j,
and k are the index of x, y, and z, in Ω.

Given x, y, z, w ∈ Ω, it is immediate to see that (i) d(x, y, z) ≥ 0, (ii) d(x, y, z) is permutation
invariant, and that (iii) d(x, y, z) = 0 if and only x = y = z (remember that there are no three
co-linear points in Ω). It is also not hard to see that, d(x, y, z) ≤ d(x, y, w) +d(x,w, z) +d(w, y, z).
To be specific, if d(x, y, z) = 0, then the inequality is obvious. If d(x, y, z) = γ, then without loss of
generality we can assume that x = y 6= z. In this case, if furthermore w = x, then d(x,w, z) = γ,
and the inequality follows. If w = z, then d(x, y, w) = γ, and the inequality follows. If w is different
from x, y, z then γ ≤ d(x,w, z), and the inequality follows. If d(x, y, z) > γ, it must be that x, y
and z are different. In which case we need do consider two special cases. If w is equal to one
among x, y, z, say w = x without loss of generality, then d(x, y, z) = d(y, z, w), and the inequality
follows. If w is different from x, y, z, then we have d(x, y, z) = d(x, y, w) + d(x,w, z) + d(w, y, z)
if w is contained by the triangle formed by x, y, and z, and otherwise, we have d(x, y, z) <
d(x, y, w) + d(x,w, z) + d(w, y, z). In other words, d is an n-metric (n = 3).

Given a mass function pi,j,k, the value
〈
di,j,k,pi,j,k

〉
represents the average area of the triangle

whose three vertices are sampled from pi,j,k. Computing the MMOT distanceWi,j,k for the mass
functions pi, pj , pk, amounts to finding the mass function p∗i,j,k with univariate marginals pi, pj ,
pk that minimizes this average area.

Now consider p1, p2, p3, and p4 as depicted in Figure 1-(left). The mass functions p1, p2 assign
probability one to each one of the blue and red points, and zero probability to every other point in Ω.
The mass functions p3 and p4 assign equal probability to each one of the green points, and orange
points, respectively, and zero probability to every other point in Ω.

Now we compute the distancesW1,2,3,W1,2,4,W1,3,4, andW2,3,4. The MMOT distanceW1,2,3

is equal to the average of the area of the two shaded triangles in Figure 3-(left), which isW1,2,3 =
0.5× (0.5) + 0.5× (0.5) = 0.5. The distanceW1,2,3 is equal to the average of the area of the two
shaded triangles in Figure 3-(right), which isW1,2,4 = 0.5× (0.5) + 0.5× (0.25− 0.5ε) = 0.125.

p1

<latexit sha1_base64="X/LgyFIr2avDzBY29T/JEKLrJQ8=">AAACNHicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCCykzMqDLohuXFewFZsaSSdM2NJkZkoxQwryID+Larb6B4E5cuPEZTKctaNsDgZ/vP+ck+aOUUakc591aWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw6ZMMoFJAycsEe0IScJoTBqKKkbaqSCIR4y0ouHN2G89EiFpEt+rUUpCjvox7VGMlEEd29NBscQX/SjUbtUp6tyZF7kOIg7T/EG7ed6xKzMOF8VsSQVMq96xv4NugjNOYoUZktJ3nVSFGglFMSN5OcgkSREeoj7xjYwRJzLUxcNyeGpIF/YSYU6sYEH/TmjEpRzxyHRypAZy3hvDpV7El2E/U72rUNM4zRSJ8eT+XsagSuA4QdilgmDFRkYgLKj5AsQDJBBWJueyycadT2JRNC+qrlf17rxK7XqaUgkcgxNwBlxwCWrgFtRBA2DwBF7AK3iznq0P69P6mrSuWNOZI/CvrJ9fVVKnVw==</latexit>

p2

<latexit sha1_base64="sdEVasznWCvd7+FRu1akUhn58Mk=">AAACNHicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4kNGOgh6HXjxOcH9grSPN0i0saUuSCqP0i/hBPHvVbyB4Ew9e/AxmXSe67UHg8d77/ZI8P2ZUKst6M1ZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b198+CwJaNEYNLEEYtEx0eSMBqSpqKKkU4sCOI+I21/dD3x2w9ESBqFd2ocE4+jQUgDipHSUs90Ujdf0hUD30utqpXj/JfYBclS1+cwzu7TWpb1zMosABfJbKQCCjR65pfbj3DCSagwQ1J2bStWXoqEopiRrOwmksQIj9CAdDUNESfSS/OHZfBUK30YREKfUMFc/TuRIi7lmPs6yZEaynlvIi71fL5M7iYquPRSGsaJIiGe3h8kDKoIThqEfSoIVmysCcKC6i9APEQCYaV7Lutu7PkmFkmrVrWdqnPrVOpXRUslcAxOwBmwwQWogxvQAE2AwSN4Bi/g1Xgy3o0P43MaXTGKmSPwD8b3D1bdp1g=</latexit>

p3

<latexit sha1_base64="tP6zJ9elVDfRU+q+Svx6z4MzMwA=">AAACNHicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJQyo+NtV3TjsoK9QDuWTJq2ocnMkGSEMsyL+CCu3eobCO7EhRufwXQ6BW17IPDz/eecJL8XMiqVZb0buaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fc3avLIBKY1HDAAtH0kCSM+qSmqGKkGQqCuMdIwxvejP3GIxGSBv69GoXE5ajv0x7FSGnUMZ24nS5pib7nxlbZSqtklc8s++rcLk1JErc9DsPkIT5Nko5ZnHI4L+xMFEFW1Y753e4GOOLEV5ghKVu2FSo3RkJRzEhSaEeShAgPUZ+0tPQRJ9KN04cl8EiTLuwFQh9fwZT+nYgRl3LEPd3JkRrIWW8MF3oeX4RbkepdujH1w0gRH0/u70UMqgCOE4RdKghWbKQFwoLqL0A8QAJhpXMu6Gzs2STmRf2kbDtl584pVq6zlPLgAByCY2CDC1ABt6AKagCDJ/ACXsGb8Wx8GJ/G16Q1Z2Qz++BfGT+/fDWnbg==</latexit>

p1

<latexit sha1_base64="X/LgyFIr2avDzBY29T/JEKLrJQ8=">AAACNHicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCCykzMqDLohuXFewFZsaSSdM2NJkZkoxQwryID+Larb6B4E5cuPEZTKctaNsDgZ/vP+ck+aOUUakc591aWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw6ZMMoFJAycsEe0IScJoTBqKKkbaqSCIR4y0ouHN2G89EiFpEt+rUUpCjvox7VGMlEEd29NBscQX/SjUbtUp6tyZF7kOIg7T/EG7ed6xKzMOF8VsSQVMq96xv4NugjNOYoUZktJ3nVSFGglFMSN5OcgkSREeoj7xjYwRJzLUxcNyeGpIF/YSYU6sYEH/TmjEpRzxyHRypAZy3hvDpV7El2E/U72rUNM4zRSJ8eT+XsagSuA4QdilgmDFRkYgLKj5AsQDJBBWJueyycadT2JRNC+qrlf17rxK7XqaUgkcgxNwBlxwCWrgFtRBA2DwBF7AK3iznq0P69P6mrSuWNOZI/CvrJ9fVVKnVw==</latexit>

p2

<latexit sha1_base64="sdEVasznWCvd7+FRu1akUhn58Mk=">AAACNHicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4kNGOgh6HXjxOcH9grSPN0i0saUuSCqP0i/hBPHvVbyB4Ew9e/AxmXSe67UHg8d77/ZI8P2ZUKst6M1ZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b198+CwJaNEYNLEEYtEx0eSMBqSpqKKkU4sCOI+I21/dD3x2w9ESBqFd2ocE4+jQUgDipHSUs90Ujdf0hUD30utqpXj/JfYBclS1+cwzu7TWpb1zMosABfJbKQCCjR65pfbj3DCSagwQ1J2bStWXoqEopiRrOwmksQIj9CAdDUNESfSS/OHZfBUK30YREKfUMFc/TuRIi7lmPs6yZEaynlvIi71fL5M7iYquPRSGsaJIiGe3h8kDKoIThqEfSoIVmysCcKC6i9APEQCYaV7Lutu7PkmFkmrVrWdqnPrVOpXRUslcAxOwBmwwQWogxvQAE2AwSN4Bi/g1Xgy3o0P43MaXTGKmSPwD8b3D1bdp1g=</latexit>

p4

<latexit sha1_base64="R+I3H78AvxnXVgEAQ17NB+wmhiU=">AAACNHicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQPEhppaLHoRePE9wLdHWkWbqFJW1JUmGUfhE/iGev+g0Eb+LBi5/BrNtAtz0Q+PP7P8+T5B8kjEpl2+9GaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3TP3D5oyTgUmDRyzWLQDJAmjEWkoqhhpJ4IgHjDSCoY3Y7/1SISkcXSvRgnxOepHNKQYKY26ppt1iiWe6Ad+5lh2UWe2dTETE5JnnYDDJH/I3DzvmtUZh4titqQKplXvmt+dXoxTTiKFGZLSc+xE+RkSimJG8konlSRBeIj6xNMyQpxIPyselsMTTXowjIU+kYIF/TuRIS7liAe6kyM1kPPeGC71Ar4Me6kKr/yMRkmqSIQn94cpgyqG4wRhjwqCFRtpgbCg+gsQD5BAWOmcKzobZz6JRdE8txzXcu/cau16mlIZHIFjcAoccAlq4BbUQQNg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq0lozpzCH4V8bPL2K3p18=</latexit>

Figure 3: (Left) Triangles associated with the optimal distribution of triples p∗1,2,3 associated with
W1,2,3. (Right) Triangles associated with the optimal distribution of triples p∗1,2,4 associated with
W1,2,4.

The MMOT distances forW1,3,4 andW2,3,4 are the same by symmetry. We focus on the computation
ofW2,3,4. Since both p4 and p3 are uniform over their respective supports, it must be the case that
p∗2,3,4 – the optimal joint distribution in the computation ofW2,3,4 – has a bi-variate marginal p∗3,4

of the form

{{p∗3,41,1,p
∗3,4

2,1}, {p∗3,41,2,p
∗3,4

2,2}}=
{{

α,
1

2
−α
}
,

{
1

2
−α, α

}}
,

where α ∈
[

1
2

]
. Therefore, the distanceW2,3,4 is equal to the weighted average of the area of the

four shaded triangles in Figure 4, where we split the four triangles into two different drawings for
clarity sake. In other words,
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p2

<latexit sha1_base64="sdEVasznWCvd7+FRu1akUhn58Mk=">AAACNHicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4kNGOgh6HXjxOcH9grSPN0i0saUuSCqP0i/hBPHvVbyB4Ew9e/AxmXSe67UHg8d77/ZI8P2ZUKst6M1ZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b198+CwJaNEYNLEEYtEx0eSMBqSpqKKkU4sCOI+I21/dD3x2w9ESBqFd2ocE4+jQUgDipHSUs90Ujdf0hUD30utqpXj/JfYBclS1+cwzu7TWpb1zMosABfJbKQCCjR65pfbj3DCSagwQ1J2bStWXoqEopiRrOwmksQIj9CAdDUNESfSS/OHZfBUK30YREKfUMFc/TuRIi7lmPs6yZEaynlvIi71fL5M7iYquPRSGsaJIiGe3h8kDKoIThqEfSoIVmysCcKC6i9APEQCYaV7Lutu7PkmFkmrVrWdqnPrVOpXRUslcAxOwBmwwQWogxvQAE2AwSN4Bi/g1Xgy3o0P43MaXTGKmSPwD8b3D1bdp1g=</latexit>

p4

<latexit sha1_base64="R+I3H78AvxnXVgEAQ17NB+wmhiU=">AAACNHicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQPEhppaLHoRePE9wLdHWkWbqFJW1JUmGUfhE/iGev+g0Eb+LBi5/BrNtAtz0Q+PP7P8+T5B8kjEpl2+9GaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3TP3D5oyTgUmDRyzWLQDJAmjEWkoqhhpJ4IgHjDSCoY3Y7/1SISkcXSvRgnxOepHNKQYKY26ppt1iiWe6Ad+5lh2UWe2dTETE5JnnYDDJH/I3DzvmtUZh4titqQKplXvmt+dXoxTTiKFGZLSc+xE+RkSimJG8konlSRBeIj6xNMyQpxIPyselsMTTXowjIU+kYIF/TuRIS7liAe6kyM1kPPeGC71Ar4Me6kKr/yMRkmqSIQn94cpgyqG4wRhjwqCFRtpgbCg+gsQD5BAWOmcKzobZz6JRdE8txzXcu/cau16mlIZHIFjcAoccAlq4BbUQQNg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq0lozpzCH4V8bPL2K3p18=</latexit>

p3

<latexit sha1_base64="tP6zJ9elVDfRU+q+Svx6z4MzMwA=">AAACNHicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJQyo+NtV3TjsoK9QDuWTJq2ocnMkGSEMsyL+CCu3eobCO7EhRufwXQ6BW17IPDz/eecJL8XMiqVZb0buaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fc3avLIBKY1HDAAtH0kCSM+qSmqGKkGQqCuMdIwxvejP3GIxGSBv69GoXE5ajv0x7FSGnUMZ24nS5pib7nxlbZSqtklc8s++rcLk1JErc9DsPkIT5Nko5ZnHI4L+xMFEFW1Y753e4GOOLEV5ghKVu2FSo3RkJRzEhSaEeShAgPUZ+0tPQRJ9KN04cl8EiTLuwFQh9fwZT+nYgRl3LEPd3JkRrIWW8MF3oeX4RbkepdujH1w0gRH0/u70UMqgCOE4RdKghWbKQFwoLqL0A8QAJhpXMu6Gzs2STmRf2kbDtl584pVq6zlPLgAByCY2CDC1ABt6AKagCDJ/ACXsGb8Wx8GJ/G16Q1Z2Qz++BfGT+/fDWnbg==</latexit>

p2

<latexit sha1_base64="sdEVasznWCvd7+FRu1akUhn58Mk=">AAACNHicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4kNGOgh6HXjxOcH9grSPN0i0saUuSCqP0i/hBPHvVbyB4Ew9e/AxmXSe67UHg8d77/ZI8P2ZUKst6M1ZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b198+CwJaNEYNLEEYtEx0eSMBqSpqKKkU4sCOI+I21/dD3x2w9ESBqFd2ocE4+jQUgDipHSUs90Ujdf0hUD30utqpXj/JfYBclS1+cwzu7TWpb1zMosABfJbKQCCjR65pfbj3DCSagwQ1J2bStWXoqEopiRrOwmksQIj9CAdDUNESfSS/OHZfBUK30YREKfUMFc/TuRIi7lmPs6yZEaynlvIi71fL5M7iYquPRSGsaJIiGe3h8kDKoIThqEfSoIVmysCcKC6i9APEQCYaV7Lutu7PkmFkmrVrWdqnPrVOpXRUslcAxOwBmwwQWogxvQAE2AwSN4Bi/g1Xgy3o0P43MaXTGKmSPwD8b3D1bdp1g=</latexit>

p4

<latexit sha1_base64="R+I3H78AvxnXVgEAQ17NB+wmhiU=">AAACNHicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQPEhppaLHoRePE9wLdHWkWbqFJW1JUmGUfhE/iGev+g0Eb+LBi5/BrNtAtz0Q+PP7P8+T5B8kjEpl2+9GaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3TP3D5oyTgUmDRyzWLQDJAmjEWkoqhhpJ4IgHjDSCoY3Y7/1SISkcXSvRgnxOepHNKQYKY26ppt1iiWe6Ad+5lh2UWe2dTETE5JnnYDDJH/I3DzvmtUZh4titqQKplXvmt+dXoxTTiKFGZLSc+xE+RkSimJG8konlSRBeIj6xNMyQpxIPyselsMTTXowjIU+kYIF/TuRIS7liAe6kyM1kPPeGC71Ar4Me6kKr/yMRkmqSIQn94cpgyqG4wRhjwqCFRtpgbCg+gsQD5BAWOmcKzobZz6JRdE8txzXcu/cau16mlIZHIFjcAoccAlq4BbUQQNg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq0lozpzCH4V8bPL2K3p18=</latexit>

p3

<latexit sha1_base64="tP6zJ9elVDfRU+q+Svx6z4MzMwA=">AAACNHicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJQyo+NtV3TjsoK9QDuWTJq2ocnMkGSEMsyL+CCu3eobCO7EhRufwXQ6BW17IPDz/eecJL8XMiqVZb0buaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fc3avLIBKY1HDAAtH0kCSM+qSmqGKkGQqCuMdIwxvejP3GIxGSBv69GoXE5ajv0x7FSGnUMZ24nS5pib7nxlbZSqtklc8s++rcLk1JErc9DsPkIT5Nko5ZnHI4L+xMFEFW1Y753e4GOOLEV5ghKVu2FSo3RkJRzEhSaEeShAgPUZ+0tPQRJ9KN04cl8EiTLuwFQh9fwZT+nYgRl3LEPd3JkRrIWW8MF3oeX4RbkepdujH1w0gRH0/u70UMqgCOE4RdKghWbKQFwoLqL0A8QAJhpXMu6Gzs2STmRf2kbDtl584pVq6zlPLgAByCY2CDC1ABt6AKagCDJ/ACXsGb8Wx8GJ/G16Q1Z2Qz++BfGT+/fDWnbg==</latexit>

Figure 4: Triangles associated with the optimal distribution of triples p∗2,3,4 associated withW2,3,4.

W2,3,4 = min
α∈[0, 12 ]

{
α

(
1

4

)
+ α

( ε
2

)
+

(
1

2
− α

)(
1

4
− ε

2

)
+

(
1

2
− α

)(
1

4

)}
= min

{1

2

(
1

4

)
+

1

2

( ε
2

)
,

1

2

(
1

4
− ε

2

)
+

1

2

(
1

4

)}
=

1

8
+
ε

4
,

where we are using the fact that minα∈[0, 12 ](linear function of α) must be minimized at either extreme
α = 0 or α = 1

2 .

It is finally straightforward to observe that W1,2,3 = 1
2 > 1

8 +
(

1
8 + ε

4

)
+
(

1
8 + ε

4

)
= W1,2,4 +

W1,3,4 +W2,3,4.

B Details for proof of Lemma 2

Recall the definitions:

H′n1 (i, j, r) =

{
{(i, r, h′(i, r))} , if j = h′(i, r)
{(i, j, h′(i, r), (j, r, h′(i, r))} , if j 6= h′(i, r)

,

H′n2 (i, j, r) =

{
{(j, r, h′(j, r))} , if i = h′(j, r)
{(i, j, h′(j, r)), (i, r, h′(j, r))} , if i 6= h′(j, r)

.

h′(i, r) =

{
1 + ((i+ r − 1) mod n) , if i < n
1 + (r mod (n− 1)) , if i = n

.

What remains to be proved is that several pairs of the 10 scenarios described in the proof of Lemma 2
cannot both hold.

Proof. Recall that for any input triple (i, j, r) we always have 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, and r ∈ [n− 1].

Scenario 1) and 5) cannot both hold, because that would imply r5 = i1, j5 = r1, which would imply
h′(r5, j5) = h′(i1, r1) = h′(i5, r5), which since r5, i5 < n would imply i5 = j5, contradicting
i5 < j5.

Scenarios 1) and 6) cannot both hold, because that would imply a = i1 < j1 = h′(i1, r1) = c =
h′(j6, r6) = i6 < j6 = a.

Scenarios 2) and 7) cannot both hold, because that would imply that j2 = h′(i2, r2) = h′(j7, r7) =
i7 < j7 = i2, contradicting i2 < j2.

Scenarios 1) and 4) cannot both hold, because that would imply j4 = i1 < n and r1 = r4, which
would imply h′(j4, r4) = h′(i1, r1) = h′(i4, r4), which since i4, j4 < n would imply j4 = i4,
contradicting i4 < j4.

Scenarios 2) and 5) cannot both hold, because that would imply j5 = i2 < n, r5 = r2, which would
imply h′(j5, r5) = h′(i2, r2) = h′(i5, r5), which since j5 < n would imply i5 = j5, contradicting
i5 < j5.

Scenarios 6) and 10) cannot both hold, because that would imply r10 = j6 < r6 = i10 < n, which
would imply h′(r10, i10) = h′(j6, r6) = h′(j10, r10). This in turn would imply one of two things.
If j10 < n, then h′(r10, i10) = h′(j10, r10) would imply j10 = i10, contradicting i10 < j10. If on
the other hand j10 = n, then h′(r10, i10) = h′(j10, r10) would imply 1 + (r10 + i10 − 1 mod n) =
1 + (r10 mod n− 1). Recalling that r10 < r6 ≤ n− 1, we would get i10− 1 = 0 mod n. This would
imply i10 = 1, contradicting i10 > r6 ≥ 1.
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Scenarios 7) and 10) cannot both hold, because that would imply r7 = r10 < j7 = i10 ≤ n−1, which
would imply h′(i10, r10) = h′(j7, r7) = h′(j10, r10). This in turn would imply one of two things.
If j10 < n, then h′(i10, r10) = h′(j10, r10) would imply i10 = j10, contradicting i10 < j10. If, on
the other hand, j10 = n, then h′(i10, r10) = h′(j10, r10) would imply 1 + (i10 + r10 − 1 mod n) =
1 + (r10 mod n− 1). Recalling that r10 < j7 = i10 ≤ n− 1, we would get i10− 1 = 0 mod n. This
would imply i10 = 1, contradicting i10 > r10 ≥ 1.

Scenarios 5) and 6) cannot both hold, because that would imply j6 = r5 < j5 = r6 ≤ n− 1, and
h′(i5, r5) = h′(j6, r6), which would imply h′(i5, j6) = h′(j6, j5), which since j6 ≤ n − 2 would
imply i5 = j5, contradicting i5 < j5.

Scenarios 1) and 10) cannot both hold, because that would imply r1 = i10 > i1 = r10 ≥ 1, which
would imply h′(r10, i10) = h′(i1, r1) = h′(j10, r10). This would imply one of two things. If
j10 < n, and, recalling that r10 ≤ n, this would imply i10 = j10, contradicting i10 < j10. If on the
other hand, j10 = n, this would imply 1 + (r10 mod n − 1) = 1 + (r10 + i10 − 1 mod n), which
would imply i10 = 1, contradicting i10 > 1.

Scenarios 4) and 6) cannot both hold, because that would imply j4 = j6 < r4 = r6 < n, which
would imply h′(i4, r4) = h′(j6, r6) = h′(j4, r4), which recalling that j4 < n would imply i4 = j4,
contradicting i4 < j4.

Scenarios 4) and 7) cannot both hold, because that would imply j4 = r7 < j7 = r4 < n, which
would imply h′(i4, r4) = h′(r7, j7) = h′(j4, r4), which recalling that j4 < n would imply i4 = j4,
contradicting i4 < j4.

Scenarios 4) and 10) cannot both hold, because that would imply i4 < j4 = r10 < r4 = i10 < j10,
which would imply h′(i4, i10) = h′(i4, r4) = h′(j10, r10) = h′(j10, j4). This would imply one of
two things. If j4 < n, this would imply 1 + (i4 + i10 + 1 mod n) = 1 + (j4 + j10 + 1 mod n),
which would imply (j4 − i4) + (j10 − i10) = 0 mod n, which since j4 > i4, j10 > i10 would imply
(j4 − i4) + (j10 − i10) = n. This in turn would imply j10 = n + (i10 − j4) + i4 > n + i4 > n,
since i10 − j4 > 0, and i4 > 0, contradicting j10 ≤ n. If on the other hand j4 = n, this would imply
1 + (i4 + i10 + 1 mod n) = 1 + (j4 mod n− 1), which since j4 = r10 < r4 ≤ n− 1 would imply
(j4 − i4 − i10 + 1) mod n = 0, which imply either j4 − i4 − i10 + 1 = 0 or j4 − i4 − i10 + 1 = −n.
The first option would imply j4 = i10 + i4 − 1 ≥ i10, contradicting j4 < i10. The second option
would imply i10 = n+ 1 + j4 − i4 > n, contradicting i10 < n.

C Proof of Theorem 3

We will need the following hash function in this proof.

C.1 Special hash function

Definition 8. The map Hn transforms a tuple (i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, into either 2, 3 or 4 triples
according to

(i, j) 7→ Hn(i, j) = Hn1 (i, j)⊕Hn2 (i, j), (23)
where two tuples (resp. triples) are assumed duplicates iff all of their components agree and

Hn1 (i, j) =

{
{(i, n+ 1, h(i))} , if j = n ∧ i = 1
{(i, j, h(i)), (j, n+ 1, h(i))} , if otherwise ,

and

Hn2 (i, j) =

{
{(j, n+ 1, h(j))} , if i = j − 1
{(i, j, h(j)), (i, n+ 1, h(j))} , if i < j − 1

.

h(·) is also a function of n but for simplicity we omit it in the notation. h(·) is defined as

h(i) = 1 + ((i− 2) mod n). (24)

Lemma 5. Let (a, b, c) ∈ Hn(i, j) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Then, 1 ≤ a < b ≤ n+ 1, 1 ≤ c ≤ n, and
c /∈ {a, b}. Furthermore, the set ⊕

1≤i<j≤n

Hn(i, j) (25)
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has no duplicates.

Proof. The fact that 1 ≤ a < b ≤ n+ 1 and that 1 ≤ c ≤ n is immediate. To see that c /∈ {a, b}, we
just need to notice that h(i) /∈ {i, n+ 1} for i ∈ [n]. The fact that h(i) 6= n+ 1 follows the range of
h being [n]. If we had h(i) = i, then we would have (i− 2) mod n = i− 1, which is not possible.
To see that the set (25) does not have duplicates, we just need to see that, starting from two different
tuples, the different expressions that define the triples that go into (25) can never be equal.

Given 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, 1 ≤ i′ < j′ ≤ n, (i, j) 6= (i′, j′) we will show that

1. Hn(i, j) does not have duplicates;

2. Hn(i, j) and Hn(i′, j′) do not have overlaps, that is, Hn1 (i, j), Hn2 (i, j), Hn1 (i′, j′), and
Hn2 (i′, j′) do not have overlaps with each other.

It is obvious thatHn1 (i, j) does not have duplicates and nor doesHn2 (i, j) according to their definitions.
Because i 6= j, it is also trivial to show that Hn1 (i, j) and Hn2 (i, j) do not have overlaps, based on
their definitions. Therefore, 1. is indeed true. The burden now is to verify 2.

For 2., we show that the four sets have no overlaps with each other. We show this two sets at a time,
there are in total 6 pairs to consider. As an immediate result of the discussion in 1., the following
four combinations do not have overlaps: Hn1 (i, j) vs. Hn2 (i, j), Hn1 (i′, j′) vs. Hn2 (i′, j′), Hn1 (i, j)
vs. Hn1 (i′, j′), Hn1 (i′, j′) vs. Hn2 (i′, j′). The two combinations left are Hn1 (i, j) vs Hn2 (i′, j′) and
Hn1 (i′, j′) vs Hn2 (i, j). We notice that they are symmetric and, because the choice of the tuples
(i, j), (i′, j′) is arbitrary, we only need to show that Hn1 (i, j) and Hn2 (i′, j′) do not have overlaps,
given (i, j) 6= (i′, j′).

Hn1 (i, j) andHn2 (i′, j′) each have two possibilities for the form of their output. Thus, together, there
are four possibilities to consider. None of them have an overlap, which we show by contradiction.

1. Hn1 (i, j) = {(i, n+ 1, h(i))} andHn2 (i′, j′) = {(j′, n+ 1, h(j′))}. If these single-element
sets have an overlap, that implies that i = j′, but, according to the definition, i = 1 and
i′ = j′ − 1 which implies j′ > 1.

2. Hn1 (i, j) = {(i, n+ 1, h(i))} andHn2 (i′, j′) = {(i′, j′, h(j′)), (i′, n+ 1, h(j′))}. For them
to have an overlap, h(i) = h(j′). That requires i = j′ which contradictory to i = 1 and
i′ < j′ − 1 at the same time.

3. Hn1 (i, j) = {(i, j, h(i)), (j, n+1, h(i))} andHn2 (i′, j′) = {(i′, j′, h(j′)), (i′, n+1, h(j′))}.
For the first two components to equal, i = i′, j = j′, and i = j′, which is contradictory
to i′ < j′ − 1. For the second two components to equal, j = i′ and i = j′, which is
contradictory to i < j or i′ < j′. Because of the existence of “n+ 1”, the components at
different positions cannot collide.

4. Hn1 (i, j) = {(i, j, h(i)), (j, n+1, h(i))} andHn2 (i′, j′) = {(j′, n+1, h(j′))}. This implies
j′ = j and j′ = i, which is contradictory to i < j.

For example, if n = 3, then the possible tuples (1, 2), and (1, 3), and (2, 3), get mapped respectively
to (1, 2, 3), (2, 4, 3), (2, 4, 1), and (1, 4, 3), (1, 3, 2), (1, 4, 2), and (2, 3, 1), (3, 4, 1), (3, 4, 2), all of
which are different and satisfy the claims in Lemma 5.

We now prove the four metric properties in order. It is trivial to prove the first three properties given
the definition of our distance function for the transport problem. Then, we provide a detailed proof
for the triangle inequality.

C.2 Non-Negativity

Proof. The non-negativity of di,j and ri,j , implies that
〈
di,j , ri,j

〉
`
≥ 0, and hence thatW ≥ 0.
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C.3 Symmetry

Proof. Recall that the computation of W(pi1:n) involves a set of distances {da,b}a,b. Consider a
generic permutation map σ, and let σ−1 be its inverse. Let σ and σ−1 apply component-wise to
its arguments. The computation of W(pσ(i1:n)) involves a set of distances {d̃a,b}a,b that satisfy

d̃i,j = dσ
−1(i,j). Therefore, each term

〈
d̃i,j , ri,j

〉
`

involved in the computation ofW(pσ(i1:n)), can

be rewritten as
〈
dσ
−1(i,j), ri,j

〉
`
, which a simple reindexing of the summation

∑
i<j allow us to write

as
〈
di,j , rσ(i,j)

〉
`
. Since the mass function r has as supporting sample space Ωσ(i1)×. . .×Ωσ(in), the

marginal rσ(i,j) can be seen as the marginal qi,j of a mass function q with support Ωi1 × . . .× Ωin .
Therefore, minimizing

∑
i<j(

〈
d̃i,j , ri,j

〉
`
)1/` for r over Ωσ(i1) × . . . × Ωσ(in) is the same as

minimizing
∑
i<j(

〈
di,j , qi,j

〉
`
)1/` for q over Ωi1 × . . .× Ωin .

C.4 Identity

Proof. We prove each direction of the equivalence separately. Recall that {pi} are given, they are
the masses for which we want to compute the pairwise MMOT.

“⇐=”: If for each i, j ∈ [n] we have Ωi = Ωj , then mi = mj , and there exists a bijection bi,j(·)
from [mi] to [mj ] such that Ωis = Ωjbi,j(s) for all s. If furthermore pi = pj , we can define a r for
Ω1 × Ωn such that its univariate marginal over Ωi, ri, satisfies ri = pi, and such that its bivariate
marginal over Ωi×Ωj , ri,j , satisfies ri,js,t = pis, if t = bi,j(s), and zero otherwise. Such a r achieves
an objective value of 0 in (9), the smallest value possible by the first metric property (already proved).
Therefore,W1,...,n = 0.

“=⇒”: Now let r∗ be a minimizer of (9) for W1,...,n. Let {r∗i} and {r∗i,j} be its univariate
and bivariate marginals respectively. If W1,...,n = 0 then

〈
di,j , r∗i,j

〉
`

= 0 for all i, j. Let us
consider a specific pair i, j, and, without loss of generality, let us assume that mi ≤ mj . Since, by
assumption, we have that r∗is = pis > 0 for all s ∈ [mi], and r∗js = pjs > 0 for all s ∈ [mj ], there
exists an injection bi,j(·) from [mi] to [mj ] such that r∗i,js,bi,j(s) > 0 for all s ∈ [mi]. Therefore,〈
di,j , r∗i,j

〉
`

= 0 implies that di,js,bi,j(s) = 0 for all s ∈ [mi]. Therefore, since d is a metric, it must

be that Ωis = Ωjbi,j(s) for all s ∈ [mi]. Now lets us suppose that there exists an r ∈ [mj ] that is not in
the range of bi,j . Since, by assumption, all of the elements of the sample spaces are different, it must
be that di,js,r > 0 for all s ∈ [mi]. Therefore, since

〈
di,j , r∗i,j

〉
`

= 0, it must be that r∗i,js,r = 0 for
all s ∈ [mi]. This contradicts the fact that

∑
s∈[mi] r

∗i,j
s,r = r∗jr = pjr > 0 (the last inequality being

true by assumption). Therefore, mi = mj , and the existence of bi,j proves that Ωi = Ωj . At the
same time, since di,js,t > 0 for all t 6= bi,j(s), it must be that r∗i,js,t = 0 for all t 6= bi,j(s). Therefore,
pis = pjbi,j(s) for all s, i.e. pi = pj .

C.5 Generalized Triangle Inequality

Proof. Let p∗ be a minimizer for (the optimization problem associated with)W1,...,n, and let p∗i,j

be the marginal induced by p∗ for the sample space Ωi × Ωj . We would normally use r∗ for this
minimizer, but, to avoid confusions between r and r, we avoid doing so. We can write that

W1,...,n =
∑

1≤i<j≤n−1

(〈
di,j ,p∗i,j

〉
`

) 1
`

. (26)

For r ∈ [n], let p(∗r) be a minimizer forW1,...,r−1,r+1,...,n+1. We would normally use r(∗r) for this
minimizer, but, to avoid confusions between r and r, we avoid doing so. For i, j ∈ [nn+ 1\{r}, let
p(∗r)i,j be the marginal of p(∗r) for the sample space Ωi × Ωj . Recall that since p(∗r) satisfies the
constraints in (9), its marginal for the sample space Ωi is p∗i, which is given in advance.
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Let h(·) be the map defined as (24).

Define the following mass function for Ω1 × . . .× Ωn+1,

q = G
(
p∗n+1, {p(∗h(i))i|n+1}i∈[n]

)
, (27)

where p(∗h(i))i|n+1
is defined as the mass function that satisfies p(∗h(i))i|n+1

p∗n+1 = p(∗h(i))i,n+1
.

Notice that since h(i) /∈ {i, n+ 1}, the probability p(∗h(i))i,n+1
exists for all i ∈ [n].

Let q1,...,n be the marginal of q for sample space Ω1 × . . .× Ωn, and qi,j be the marginal of q for
Ωi × Ωj .

By Lemma 3, we know that the ith univariate marginal of q is pi (given) and hence q1,...,n satisfies
the constraints associated withW1,...,n. Therefore, we can write that∑

1≤i<j≤n

(〈
di,j ,p∗i,j

〉
`

) 1
` ≤

∑
1≤i<j≤n

(〈
di,j , qi,j

〉
`

) 1
` . (28)

By Lemma 4, inequality (a) below holds; because d is symmetric, (b) below holds; by the definition
of q, (c) below follows. Therefore,(〈

di,j , qi,j
〉
`

) 1
`

(a)
≤
(〈
di,n+1, qi,n+1

〉
`

) 1
` +

(〈
dn+1,j , qn+1,j

〉
`

) 1
` (29)

(b)
=
(〈
di,n+1, qi,n+1

〉
`

) 1
` +

(〈
dj,n+1, qj,n+1

〉
`

) 1
`

(c)
=
(〈
di,n+1,p(∗h(i))i,n+1

〉) 1
`

+
(〈
dj,n+1,p(∗h(j))j,n+1

〉
`

) 1
`

. (30)

Let w(i,j) denote each term on the r.h.s. of (26), and w(i,j,r) denote
(〈
di,j ,p(∗r)i,j

〉
`

) 1
`

. Combining
(28) - (c), we have ∑

1≤i<j≤n−1

w(i,j) ≤
∑

1≤i<j≤n−1

w(i,n,h(i)) + w(j,n,h(j)). (31)

Finally, we write
n∑
r=1

W1,...,r−1,r+1,...,n+1 =

n∑
r=1

∑
i,j∈[n+1]\{r},i<j

w(i,j,r), (32)

and show that (32) upper-bounds the r.h.s of (31).

First, by Lemma 4 and the symmetry of d, we have

w(i,n,h(i)) ≤ w(i,j,h(i)) + w(j,n,h(i)), (33) w(j,n,h(j)) ≤ w(i,j,h(j)) + w(i,n,h(j)), (34)

as long as for each triple (a, b, c) in the above expressions, c /∈ {a, b}. We will use these inequalities
to upper bound some of the terms on the r.h.s. of (31), which can be further upper bounded by (32).
In particular, we will apply inequalities (33) and (34) such that the terms wa,b,c that we get after
their use have triples (a, b, c) that match the triples obtained via the mapHn defined in Section 4.2.
To be concrete, for example, if Hn maps (i, j) to {(i, n + 1, h(i)), (j, n + 1, h(j))}, then we do
not apply (33) and (34), and we leave w(i,n+1,h(i)) + w(j,n+1,h(j)) as is on the r.h.s. of (31). If, for
example, Hn maps (i, j) to {(i, n + 1, h(i)), (i, j, h(j)), (i, n + 1, h(j))}, then we leave the first
term in w(i,n+1,h(i)) + w(j,n+1,h(j)) in the r.h.s. of (31) untouched, but we upper bound the second
term using (34) to get w(i,n+1,h(i)) + w(i,j,h(j)) + w(j,n+1,h(j)).

After proceeding in this fashion, and by Lemma 5, we know that all of the terms w(a,b,c) that we
obtain have triples (a, b, c) with c 6= {a, b}, with c ∈ [n], and 1 ≤ a < b ≤ n+ 1. Therefore, these
terms appear in (32). Also by Lemma 5, we know that we do not get each triple more than once.
Therefore, the upper bound that we just constructed with the help ofHn for the r.h.s of (31) can be
upper bounded by (32).
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D Proof of upper bound in Theorem 4

Proof. Consider the following setup. Let mi = m for all i ∈ [n], and Ωis ∈ R for all i ∈ [n], s ∈ [m].
Define d such that di,js,t is |Ωis − Ωjt |, if s = t, and infinity otherwise. Let pis = 1

m for all i ∈ [n],
s ∈ [m].

Any optimal solution r∗ to the pairwise MMOT problem must have bivariate marginals that satisfy

r∗i,js,t = 1
mδs,t, and thus

(〈
di,j , r∗i,j

〉
`

) 1
` = 1

m` ‖Ωi − Ωj‖`, where we interpret Ωi has a vector in
Rm, and ‖ · ‖` is the vector `-norm. Therefore, ignoring the factor 1

m` , we only need to prove that 4.
in Def. 4 holds with C(n) = n− 1 whenW1:n is defined as

∑
1≤i<j≤n ‖Ωi − Ωj‖`. This in turn is

a standard result, whose proof (in a more general form) can be found e.g. in Example 2.4 in [25].

E Details of numerical experiments

Graphs are everywhere, and classifying and clustering graphs are important in diverse areas. For
example, [36] clusters graphs of app’s code execution to find malware; [38] clusters graphs that
represent chemical compounds to understand their anti-cancer and cancer-inducing characteristics;
[39] represents text as word-based dependency trees and clusters them to classify cellphone reviews;
[40] clusters graphs that represent the secondary structure of proteins; [37] reviews other graph
clustering applications.

A powerful and general approach to clustering is distance-based clustering, a type of connectivity-
based clustering: objects that are similar, according to a given distance measure, are put into the same
cluster. Its use for graph clustering requires a measure of the distance between graphs. The purpose of
our experiments is to illustrate via distance-based graph clustering i) the advantages of using MMOT
over OT, and ii) the advantages of using an n-metric MMOT over a non-n-metric MMOT.

Graphs: We create 7 clusters, each with 10 graphs. Each graph is a random perturbation (edge
addition/removal with p = 0.01) of either 1) a complete graph, 2) a complete bipartite graph, 3) a
cyclic chain, 4) a k-dimensional cube, 5) a K-hop lattice, 6) a periodic 2D grid, or 7) an Erdős–Rényi
graph.
Vector data: We transform the graphs {Gi}70

i=1 into vectors {vi}70
i=1 to be clustered. Each vi is

the (complex-valued) spectrum of a matrix M i representing non-backtracking walks on Gi, which
approximates the length spectrum µi of Gi [33]. Object µi uniquely identifies (the 2-core [34] of) Gi
(up to an isomorphism) [35], but is too abstract to be used directly. Hence, we use its approximation vi.
The length of vi and vj for equal-sizedGi andGj can be different, depending on how we approximate
µi. We use distance-based clustering and OT (multi) distances, since OT allows comparing objects
of different lengths. Note that unlike the length spectrum, the classical spectrum of a graph (the
eigenvalues of e.g. an adjacency matrix, Laplacian matrix, or random-walk matrix) has the advantage
of having the same length for graphs with the same number of nodes. However, it does not uniquely
identify a graph. For example, a star graph with 5 nodes and the graph that is the union of a square
with an isolated node are co-spectral but are not isomorphic.
Distances: Each vi is interpreted as a uniform distribution pi over Ωi = {vik, k = 1, . . . , }, the
eigenvalues of M i. We compute a sampled version T̂A of the matrix TA = {Wi,j}i,j∈[70], where
Wi,j is the WD between pi and pj using a di,j defined by di,js,t = |vis − vjt |. We compute a sampled
version T̂B of the tensor TB = {Wi,j,k}i,j,k∈[70], whereWi,j,k is defined as in Def. 6 with di,j as
for TA. We compute a sampled version T̂C of the tensor TC with TC

i,j,k = Wi,j,k, whereWi,j,k is
defined as in Thrm. 2, but now considering points in the complex plane. The sampled tensors T̂B and
T̂C are built by randomly selecting 100 triples (i, j, k) and setting T̂B

i,j,k = TB
i,j,k and T̂C

i,j,k = TC
i,j,k.

The non-sampled triples are given a very large value. The sampled matrix T̂A is built by sampling
(3/2) × 100 = 150 pairs (i, j) and setting T̂A

i,j = TA
i,j , and setting a large value for non-sampled

pairs.
Clustering: We feed the distances T̂A to a spectral clustering algorithm [26] based on normalized
random-walk Laplacians to produce one clustering solution CA, we feed the distances T̂B to the two
hyper-graph-based clustering methods NH-Cut [27] and TTM [28, 29] to produce clustering solutions
CB1 and CB2 respectively, and we use T̂C and NH-Cut and TTM to produce clustering solutions CC1
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and CC2. Both NH-Cut and TTM determine clusters by finding optimal cuts of a hyper-graph where
each hyper-edge’s weight is the MMOT distance among three graphs. Both NH-Cut and TTM require
a threshold that is used to prune the hyper-graph. Edges whose weight (multi-distance) is larger than
a given threshold are removed. This threshold is tuned to minimize each clustering solution error. All
clustering solutions output 7 clusters.
Errors: For each clustering solution, we compute the fraction of miss-classified graphs. In particular,
if we use Cx(i) = k, x = A, B1, B2, C1, C2, to represent that clustering solution Cx assigns graph
Gi to cluster k, then the error of this solution is

min
σ

1

70

70∑
i=1

I(Cground truth(i) = Cx(σ(i)), (35)

where the min is over all permutations σ, since the specific cluster IDs output by different algorithms
have no real meaning. This experiment is repeated multiple times (random numbers being drawn
independently among experiments) and the frequency of the errors are plotted in histograms in Fig. 2.
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